CONTRACT SUPPORT
Our Contract Support Group attorneys have extensive experience reviewing, revising and negotiating a wide variety of contracts and agreements,
including but not limited to, software and technology agreements, confidentiality agreements, joint venture contracts, acquisition contracts,
construction contracts, leasing financing agreements, insurance contracts, professional services agreements, asset purchase and sale agreements,
advertising and sponsorship contracts, joint promotion contracts, franchise agreements, nondisclosure agreements, joint development
agreements, research and development agreements, and non-compete agreements.

Nearly 180 years of
combined legal experience

SCOPE OF SERVICES
Asset Purchase Agreements
Consumer Purchase Agreements
Distribution and Manufacturing Agreements
Escrow Agreements
Holdback Agreements
Hotel Conference Agreements
Merger and Acquisition Agreements
Non-Disclosure Agreements
OEM (Original Equipment Manufacturers)
Agreements
Operating Agreements
Partnership Agreements
Shareholder Representative Agreements
Settlement and Release Agreements
Stock and Membership Redemption Agreements
Stockholder Agreements
Stock Purchase Agreements
Supply & Vendor Agreements
Website Development Agreements

7 dedicated attorneys
offering their guidance

RELATED EXPERIENCE
Represented Fortune 500® Company as owner in construction of industrial
facility, drafting and negotiating AIA agreements between owner and contractor with general conditions.
Advise businesses in structuring and negotiating key supplier agreements.
Assist clients in creating efficient contract document review processes.
Represented a Fortune 500® off-road and specialty vehicle manufacturer
in Wisconsin, personally overseeing a team of attorneys. Responsibilities
included drafting, reviewing and negotiating a variety of commercial contracts,
including RFPs and related agreements for supply of vehicles to local
municipalities and state and federal government agencies throughout the
country.
Represented major motorcycle manufacturer in connection with an array of
commercial contracts including sponsorship agreements, vendor agreements,
supplier agreements, service agreements and non-disclosure agreements.
Represented publicly traded water heater manufacturer in connection with
significant ($1M+) supplier agreements for parts to be incorporated into water
heaters and distribution agreements for the sale of finished products.
Provide support to in-house counsel by drafting and negotiating a wide variety
of contracts, including those in connection with procurement, on and off-site
services agreements, and equipment rentals, on behalf of one of the nation’s
largest not-for-profit, integrated health systems.

MWH Law Group LLP is a community of individuals from diverse
backgrounds, with distinct and contrasting experiences,
which forms the basis of our unique corporate
culture. These differences allow MWH attorneys to
assist our clients in achieving the best solutions for the
legal challenges they face.
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I have extensive experience providing advice and counsel to public and
private entities in all facets of commercial contract preparation, due
diligence and negotiation, which includes a wide variety of simple to
complex agreements and transactions as listed above.
I represent major manufacturers and Fortune 500® companies,
including advising in-house legal counsel and business stakeholders on
all aspects of commercial matters, developing contract management,
structure, delegation and implementation process, creation of template
and form agreements, on-going strategy and analysis for continuous
improvement, evaluating business and legal risks and overall risk
management, and commercial support.

I have extensive experience representing public and private companies
in a wide variety of corporate, real estate, and commercial lending
matters. I provide support on all aspects of contract services. I prepare
and negotiate a wide range of commercial agreements in the areas
of manufacturing, supplier and distribution, consulting, licensing
information technology, and confidentiality. I routinely work with
in-house attorneys and business teams to efficiently complete
contracting projects.
I also have experience representing business clients with various facets
of mergers and acquisitions, including negotiation of deal terms
and structures, drafting purchase agreements, due diligence review,
refinancings and closings.
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I have practiced in the technology contracting arena for over 35 years.
My expansive knowledge encompasses drafting and negotiation of
technology, outsourcing, international, joint ventures, licensing, and
intellectual property agreements, including all ancillary agreements.
From complex multi-jurisdictional licensing agreements to
structuring tax-favorable agreements on behalf of my clients, my
knowledge and expertise includes a wide range of areas in the
technology space. I speak at conferences, both domestic and
international.

I have 43 years of experience advising and representing clients in
contract negotiations, drafting, closing and management, including
serving as outside counsel for clients with hundreds of agreements
with OEMs, customers, content providers, technology services
suppliers, data analytics services, cloud services providers,
telecommunications providers, and software developers. Other
contract support matters include managing all contacts with third
parties upon wind down and assumption of a client’s business, and
terms for mobile apps, SDKs, and use of open source software.
I am a frequent speaker on various topics, including open source
software, emerging trends in contracts law, complex contracting, and
outsourcing.
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I have 14 years of experience as an attorney with my practice focused on
corporate and transactional law, real estate law, and contract support.
In my corporate and transactional practice, I draw on my experiences
working with a variety of businesses and clients to help them develop
strategies that manage and mitigate risk and comply with state and
federal law, while meeting their business objectives.

I have practiced corporate law for 40 years. I have deep experience
working as a legal advisor to senior management teams, having served
as the General Counsel or other senior in-house counsel for American
Cablesystems, American Radio Systems Corporation, Verestar, Inc., and
American Tower Corporation. All of these companies were startups
with rapid, high-volume acquisition strategies, and while there, I was
largely the sole in-house lawyer managing their numerous stock and
asset transactions.
My broad in-house experience has afforded me a keen understanding
of business needs and goals, and how legal support can best be
delivered to achieve them.
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